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 This thesis will describe the lighting design process for the production of 
Urinetown: the musical produced at the University of Arkansas, University Theatre, 
October 2010. The thesis will detail the process that was followed to create and produce 
the lighting design from original idea to completed production.  The process covers visual 
and textual research, artistic process, technical process, development of light plot and 
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Chapter 1: Synopsis 
Urinetown: the musical is a musical comedy created by Greg Kotis and Mark Hollmann. 
“Urinetown” is an alternative future when the world’s water supply has run low. In this 
world private toilets are unheard of and, everyone is forced to go to public bathrooms to 
take care of their business. The government passed laws to keep people from going to the 
bathroom outside, so they are forced to pay at the public toilets. Violators of the law are 
sent to “Urinetown” never to be heard from again. This action creates a distinct 
difference in social classes. The “rich” are able to pay for higher quality toilets whereas 
the “Poor” are forced to scrape together what they can to pay the high prices for the 
lowest quality toilets. 
At the top of the show the audience is introduced to Officer Lockstock, who 
serves the purpose of both narrator and corrupt police officer. As he sets up the show 
Little Sally, another quasi narrator, asks Lockstock about the exposition of Urinetown: 
the musical. “Too Much Exposition” is a number that tells the audience exactly what is 
going on in the world. Closely followed is the musical number “Urinetown”, which 
continues the exposition. 
The show opens up on Amenity Number Nine where the Poor are lined up to do 
their morning business. Penelope Pennywise, and Bobby Strong are setting up to start the 
day. Bobby’s father, Old Man Strong, is trying to get Pennywise to let him in for free. 
This of course creates a ruckus amongst, and the group. Pennywise proceeds to tell the 
Poor that no one gets in for free. “Privilege to Pee” is Penny’s song that establish her 
authority. She describes common problems that they all face with the water shortage. 
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By this time, Old Man Strong has held his pee too long and chooses to pee on a wall. 
Authorities are called in to arrest the offender. Officers Lockstock and Barrel enter, arrest 
Old Man Strong and take him to “Urinetown”. Soupy Sue and Tiny Tom watch this 
unfold and use the last of their money to have the privilege to pee.  
Scene two opens in the Urine Good Company (UGC) Headquarters. Senator Fipp 
asking Caldwell B Cladwell, CEO of the Urine Good Company, about his payoff money. 
Cladwell is buying off Fipp to push a fee hike bill. Hope Cladwell then joins the group as 
she has just started her first day working for the UGC. After asking Fipp to leave and 
give them privacy Cladwell introduces his daughter to the staff in the number “Mr. 
Cladwell”. What ensues is a boastful expression of how his employees love and adore 
him.  
Scene three opens with Little Sally counting her pennies in effort to make it to the 
Amenity before the nighttime rush. Officer Lockstock and Little Sally meet and discuss 
the many absurdities of the musical. Lockstock sidesteps the small child’s question. As 
Sally heads out, Officer Barrel joins Lockstock telling him that everything is cleaned up. 
The two begin singing a number called “Cop Song”, which describes what happens to the 
offenders of the public urination laws. At the conclusion of the song, Hope enters the 
streets after leaving work for the evening, and the two officers accuse her about peeing in 
the bushes. Unbeknownst to the group, they are being watched by Bobby. When Bobby 
joins the conversation, the two officers turn their attention toward him. After threatening 
Bobby, Lockstock and Barrel leave. Bobby and Hope have a conversation about trusting 
their hearts leading them into the number “Follow Your Heart”. The two fall in love 
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during this duet. Bobby realizes that he should do what his heart tells him, which means 
he should stand up to the oppressors.  
Scene four starts with McQueen announcing the new fee hikes for public 
amenities and his news is not well received by the poor. Bobby enters after the news 
saying he has been up all night thinking. Pennywise says that he is a sweet looking boy 
and needs to keep his head out of the clouds. As Bobby sings, “Look at the Sky”, a 
triumphant number to rally his troops, the Poor join him. During the song, the Poor, 
under the leadership of Bobby, take over Amenity Number Nine, and everyone begins to 
use the Amenity freely 
Scene five opens in the UGC Headquarters. Cladwell, Hope and Fipp, are having 
a conversation regarding the morality of the company policies when McQueen interrupts 
them. McQueen, joined by Penny, Lockstock and Barrel, then deliver the news of the 
rebel uprising. When Cladwell catches the eye of Penny, there is a short musical phrase 
suggesting there was something more to their relationship.  
When Cladwell suggests that they beat the offender Hope questions that act. His 
rebuttal is the number “Don’t Be the Bunny”. This sadistic number compares uninformed 
consumers to careless little bunnies. Hope continually disapproves of the suggestion that 
people are bunnies. Her innocence is further revealed in how she perceives the message 
as litera. Cladwell then rallies his own troops to snuff out the uprising. 
Scene six opens at Amenity Number Nine where everyone continues to use the 
facilities freely and as often as they please. A police whistle is heard that sends the Poor 
into a frenzy. Cladwell and the UGC employees march in saying the amenity is his and 
he wants everyone arrested. As the impending doom encroaches on the Poor, Little Sally 
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and Lockstock step aside and address each other and the audience. Lockstock then 
reveals that this is the beginning of the “Act One Finale”. She questions the snuffing out 
of Bobby’s dream. Lockstock only mocks her, saying these moments only happen in 
happy musicals and some Hollywood movies. She disapproves and scrambles back to the 
mob of Poor.  
Hope finds Bobby and questions him about the uprising. She told him to follow 
his heart not to start an uprising. He is upset with her over the fact he found out that she is 
a Cladwell. Bobby grows tired and confronts Cladwell and begins to sing the “Act One 
Finale”. This number is a power struggle between the two groups as they each their 
demands. The basic message of the Poor is “what of today”, whereas Cladwell’s 
argument is “what of tomorrow”. The third verse is Hope and Bobby’s duet. Hope tries to 
persuade him to give up saying that his heart wasn’t saying start a rebellion. She insists 
that there must be another way. Bobby states that he is following his heart and banishing 
all need and when people pee free there is no fear.  
Cladwell breaks in to say that this is a fight that Bobby cannot win. In a 
simultaneous verse Bobby, the Poor, Hope, Cladwell, and UGC Staff sing. All plead 
desperately with Bobby to stop what is happening, eventually singing “you’ll get 
Urinetown”, but Bobby continues to stand tall with his claim. The chorus vamps while 
Bobby and Hope discuss his decision. Bobby wants to leave and Hope protests that she 
cannot leave without fighting against her father, which she will not do. Bobby then 
clutches Hope and states that he too will not fight her father. It dawns on Hope that he 
intends kidnapping her, and she cries out as the final verse starts. Concluding is a parody 
of Les Miserables’ “One Day More” Bobby takes Hope and sings with the Poor the lyrics 
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“sing of today”. Bobby announces that he has Cladwell’s daughter and the Poor retreat 
into the sewers ending with a slow motion run by the cast as Lockstock addresses the 
audience. He announces the end of act one and the rebel core escapes. He sends the 
audience off to intermission.  
Act two, scene one starts with a musical montage and a new piece of scenery the 
secret hideout sign where Hope has been taken. Lockstock enters to bring the audience up 
to speed on what has happened since act one. He then introduces the audience to the 
secret rebel hideout, in the hideout Hot Blades Harry, Tiny Tom, and Little Becky Two 
Shoes are keeping watch on the newly kidnapped Hope. The Poor are edgy due to fear of 
being arrested. “What is Urinetown” is a musical montage where we hear everyone’s 
interpretation of what Urinetown actually is. Each group is gaining strength; the song 
reflects the chess game that is unfolding. 
Act two, scene two is set in the secret hideout where we find the Poor have bound 
and tied Hope to a chair. Hot Blades Harry wants to kill Hope, and he persuades Little 
Becky Two Shoes to join him. As the two are getting ready to kill Hope, Little Sally 
enters and questions their motives. The two sing “Snuff That Girl’. In it, they express 
feelings of doing something wrong, even though it seems right. They believe that if they 
kill Hope then they will feel better and somehow be relieved of the pressure of being 
caught. The rest of the Poor decide to align with Hot Blades Harry and Little Becky Two 
Shoes and restrain Little Sally so they can kill Hope.  
Bobby enters the hideout in the nick of time, and he reassures them that 
everything will be fine and to murder Hope is not the answer. Little Sally points out that 
this is because of his love for Hope. Bobby’s gospel song “Run, Freedom, Run” is an 
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attempt to bring the Poor back to his side. They devise a plan to take on the police forced 
when the time is right. Pennywise enters the hideout announcing that Cladwell would like 
to talk to Bobby. She tells Bobby that Cladwell only wants to talk so he can get the 
amenities up and running again. Bobby seeks council from Little Sally. She proclaims 
that it could be difficult for the love to grow with her tied up. He decides to go and 
confront Cladwell. Before he leaves Bobby removes the gag from Hope. He apologizes 
for how things have turned out thus far, but he promises her that it will change. As Bobby 
leaves Hope sings “Follow Your Heart Reprise “. 
 Act two, Scene Three takes place in the UGC Headquarters. Cladwell and his 
staff confront Bobby. As Bobby and Cladwell discuss the morality of their actions, 
Cladwell then offers Bobby money to keep him quiet. In addition to all of the money, 
Cladwell offers amnesty for anyone who goes back to their regular routine. Bobby 
refuses the money forcing Cladwell to go back on his word. Penny protests that if he 
hurts Bobby, the Poor may kill Hope. Cladwell says that this is just a chance he will have 
to take. The vamp for “Why Did I Listen to That Man” begins when Lockstock and 
Barrel take Bobby away. “Why Did I Listen to That Man” is another musical montage 
showing the path of the Poor as their unfortunate leader is captured and taken to 
Urinetown. Penny is left singing the first verse before she is dragged out of the office. 
Cladwell and his entourage walk the streets looking for offenders and to alert the 
authorities. Fipp is told to gather the legislature to enforce new fee hikes. He has his 
doubts about what he is doing, and protests that he is innocent of wrongdoings. Cladwell 
and his entourage leave Fipp alone onstage to sing his verse. Fipp runs offstage as 
Lockstock, Barrel and Bobby enter. Lockstock and Barrel sing taunting vocals as they 
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continue to drag Bobby to Urinetown. When the three exit the streets, we see a dual scene 
of Penny being dragged through the streets by UGC executives and Hope still bound in 
the secret hideout. Penny cries out that she has to save Hope. The executives reply there 
is no saving Hope, which forces Penny to fight back and escape as Hope sings her verse.  
We then see Bobby taken to the top of the UGC Headquarters. Lockstock and 
Barrel taunt Bobby as he frantically tired to figure out where he is. Finally Lockstock rips 
off Bobby’s blindfold revealing the gates of Urinetown, UGC Headquarters. Penny and 
Hope join vocal forces continuing “Why Did I Listen to That Man”. Fipp, Penny, 
Lockstock, Barrel, Bobby and Hope sing before Bobby is to receive his punishment. 
Bobby soon works out what it the two intend to do with him. The final verse contains 
Bobby protesting why he listened to his heart and the others chiming in on why they 
listened to Cladwell. On the final note of the song Bobby is thrown off the building to his 
death. After his fall, Lockstock sends Barrel to clean up the mess. 
In Act two, scene four the Poor are in the secret hideout awaiting further 
instructions from Bobby. They are becoming aggravated and, once again, want to kill 
Hope as Josephine is trying to keep the group calm; Little Sally enters to deliver the bad 
news. In disbelief, the Poor try to pry more information out of Sally. She then explains 
how she was there for Bobby’s final words. The music begins for “Tell Her I Love Her” 
as Sally describes Bobby’s final message to his people. Bobby, now appearing as a ghost, 
joins in on parts of the number. Between verses, the poor question what he meant and 
Sally tries to get the message out. The song ends with the anticipation of his final words 
before Sally proclaims he passed away midsentence. The Poor are in complete disarray as 
Penny enters. The Poor again want to kill Hope but Penny offers herself in order to save 
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Hope. They question her motives. Penny proclaims that Hope is her daughter and she was 
once the lover of Cladwell. In her message to the people Penny removes Hopes gag. 
Hope cries out “enough”. The innocent victim finally gets her chance to tell her side of 
the story. Hope reasons with the Poor saying she can forgive Pennywise because of her 
ability to reform. Hope realizes that the Poor need a new leader and she wants to fill that 
spot. The Poor align themselves with Hope and all embrace and rejoice.  
Act two; Scene Five starts with “We’re Not Sorry”, another musical montage. The 
first verse takes place as the Poor hide within the city in effort to take out Cladwell’s 
staff. Lockstock and Barrel enter as they continue the search. Lockstock decides to head 
back down to the sewer and leaves Barrel, on the street. After Lockstock disappears, the 
Poor pounce on Barrel and kill him. The Poor continue the next verse then retreat back to 
the shadows.  
Just outside of UGC Headquarters where Fipp and Mrs. Millennium are trying to 
gather the legislature, Hope, and company creep in and kill them. Alongside the mob 
Cladwell and McQueen return from the crackdown, and in the final verse, Hope, the 
Poor, Cladwell, and McQueen, sing with back ups from Lockstock and the ghosts of 
Barrel, Fipp and Millennium. Lockstock and the ghosts exit. Cladwell and McQueen 
enter Cladwell’s office where the mob is hiding. The group springs on Cladwell as he 
begins to back peddle by saying he is happy to see Hope alive and safe. Penny then 
reveals herself and they decide to give him the same punishment that he gave to offenders 
of his rule. The Poor seize Cladwell but before he is taken away, he and Penny sing 
“We’re Not Sorry (Reprise)”. Hope gives a triumphant speech about the dawning of a 
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new age for their town, and sings the first verse of “I See a River”. After the soulful first 
verse, the company transforms from the UGC of today to the UGC of the future.  
Lockstock enters and catches the audience on what has happened since Cladwell’s 
death. Little Sally approaches him and asks where he disappeared. He explains he is just 
keeping his head down, and besides, he is the narrator, and if he dies so does the show. 
Hope praises her good work as McQueen tries to tell her of the study of water 
consumption her father conducted before he died. She exclaims he was a tyrant and the 
Poor continue the next verse. Lockstock then delivers the dark news of the heavy price 
that was paid for peeing freely. Cladwell may have been a tyrant but he did regulate the 
water consumption in effort to keep them from distinguishing their resources. Further 
more states that he believed that Hope chose to ignore the problem. Little Sally again 
proclaims disapproval during the progression of the story. Josephine complains that she 
has a fever and requests a glass of water and, Hope reminds her that there is water inside 
us all. She continues with the message in the next verse.  
In the next verse the ghosts of Bobby, Barrel, Fipp and Cladwell join in. As the 
company vamps, Sally proclaims that no one is going to see the musical. In normal 
fashion Lockstock’s rebuttal is tongue and cheek. He questions that people don’t like 
being told that their way of life is wrong. Finally Lockstock explains what happens after 
the water dried up. Hope goes in a similar manor to her father and somehow the people 
find a way to survive. The people soon realize what their town is. They sing the final 
verse proclaiming, “this is Urinetown”. Lockstock’s final words “Hail Malthus” leave a 




Chapter 2: Directors Intention 
Kate Frank, the director, wanted Urinetown: the musical to reflect the musicals of 
the 1930’s. She wanted the design team to ride the fine line between harsh reality and 
vaudevillian fluff. The brutal truth of Urinetown: the musical came from the idea of 
Malthusian crisis. Malthus argued that infinite human hopes for social happiness must be 
vain, for population will always tend to outrun the growth of production. The increase of 
population will take place, if unchecked, in a geometric progression, while the means of 
subsistence will increase in only an arithmetic progression. (Encyclopædia Britannica) 
This theory is a very serious matter, it is the central theme of the play. This is exactly 
what happened to Urinetown. They are on the downfall of their water resources. 
Kate felt that the major themes were personal freedom, evils of capitalism, 
brutality, rich versus poor, over population, and hope versus hopelessness. I connected 
with the personal freedoms, evils of capitalism, and rich versus poor. I felt that the 
oppression of the poor was a interesting starting point to inspire and enhance mood, 
emotional reinforcement, and cueing possibilities.  
After listening to Kate’s initial response I realized that she wanted a realistic but 
brutal world and additionally have the ability to make jokes. She also stated that she 
wanted people to be pulled into the show by the fact that it is a musical comedy. Then, 
after they have watched the show, she wanted them to leave with the thought that we all 






Chapter 3: Artistic Process 
At its core, Urinetown: the musical is a story about the lack of sustainability. The 
world obviously has to show signs of fatigue. So I asked myself how do I help the other 
designers contribute to the creation of this world. I knew I wanted to create something 
that looked dirty. I imagined what would happen to the United States if we went through 
a similar problem. I then thought about what happened in west Texas when they 
experience a drought. The dirt became grey, lifeless, and abundant; it just seemed to be 
everywhere. So there is a gritty atmosphere to the landscape, especially when the wind 
blows the dust around.  
Juxtaposed to the dirty elements, my design would have to have moments where it was 
“bright and shiny” because the script has a strong sense of vaudeville and 1930’s theatre 
to it. Therefore, I wanted the warmer tones to contribute to the lightness of the humor in 
the show and the cooler colors to reflect the harsh realities of the situation. Additionally, I 
wanted to make a visual statement by using deep, saturated colors for my color palette.  
I have found that my process for designing musicals starts with reading the script 
and listening to the musical numbers. After my initial reading and listening, I like 
listening to the music, as often as possible. The continued listening to the musical 
numbers helps me get a sense of pacing for the show. I will also continue to read the 
script several more times, in order to better understand the characters and thematic ideas. 
I create an analysis of the show using the method described in From Page to Stage by 
Rosemary Ingham (See Appendix I). I will refer to this as needed to keep track of the 
flow of the show. I then try to come up with adjectives for my emotional response.  
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For Urinetown: The musical, I choose words like brutality, oppression, and 
dehydration. Then I try to find photos that best represent those words or feelings. After 
completing my research I arrange the photos in a manner to share with the rest of the 
design team (See Appendix II). After gathering all of these ideas and images, assemble 
them for presentation at the first production meeting.  
The first production meeting is an important part of the development of the world 
of the play. The most important task for a lighting designer during this first meeting is to 
listen. I have always felt that lighting is the glue of the world of the play. Lighting helps 
hold together what costumes and scenery start to create. We as a whole create the visual 
world of the play. During the first meeting I sit back and take many notes, which range 
from minor technical problems we may encounter, to broad artistic ideas that come up 
during our conversations. Typically the director will present his/her feelings and/or 
response to the show, which is how the design team decides what direction this 
production, is headed. Costumes and Scenery may present their thoughts and basic 
concepts at this time as well. Typically everyone is presenting a broad personal reaction 
to the script. As the lighting designer the most important thing is to listen to how others 
describe the world. Evaluate wherever individual ideas match up and where we may 
differ. I am always surprised how the designers may agree on what the world should be 
but we may have very different words and images for the show. 
 Before the next meeting I reread the script looking for clues as to how it may 
reinforce thematic ideas, afterwards, I will compare the notes that I have taken to what I 
want to achieve with my design. After these reevaluations of the design, I will find 
additional images or information to support these new ideas. 
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During the second and third production meetings I watch the scenery develop 
from sketches to a full-blown model. During this stage of the design, I ask questions 
about lighting opportunities. The most important part of this time is seeing the color 
palettes develop. Costumes and scenery both share their color palettes with one another. 
As for costumes, I can see the development of the social classes and how we perceive 
them through color and texture. I pay close attention to this, making sure that there aren’t 
any concerns with the materials; for example highly reflective fabris or material that may 
absorb light in an unusual way.  
 We reach the third production meeting,  the scenic designer will have a ground 
plan roughed out so I can start to develop the light plot. I will take this plan and break it 
down into areas I also study the lighting positions and how they relate to the scenery. 
After completing this task I go to the rehearsal. This is where my work really begins. I 
get to see what the actors and director have been working on for weeks. While I watch 
the action, I will mark up the light plot with a pencil to show areas that are used often or 
specials that I might need. I will also begin researching my color options. I will take gel 
swatch books and compare them to the scenic model and costume renderings. If by this 
point there are actual swatches of fabric I will consult with the costume designer about 
them and see what I can do to preserve the integrity of the color. 
 At the final production meeting, I try to have a rough light plot generated so I can 
present my finding about color choices, textures and, general illumination to discuss with 
the other designers. If everything goes well, I will take all that I have learned and will 
finalize the light plot. After the plot is finished, I will generate appropriate paperwork. 
(See Appendix VI) I will give this packet of information to the master electrician who is 
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responsible for implementing the design. After the light plot is hung I work with the 
electrics team to focus lights. 
 Once tech week starts, the most noticeable part of the design actually begins; the 
programming of the lighting cues. I will usually watch a full run-through rehearsal and 
program looks or light cue in a effort to make the cue to cue rehearsal run more 
efficiently. This early preparation allows me the ability to fine tune the cues during tech 
week.  
Once I begin cueing the show, I break it down into locales. I do this for all shows 
that have multiple locations. Developing these cues gives me a starting point when 
designing the musical numbers. Typically, I take a locale look and manipulate it to create 
the lighting look within the musical numbers. For instance, the locales I used for 
Urinetown: the musical are: 
• Amenity Number Nine 
• The Streets 
• UGC Headquarters 
• Sewer/Secret Hideout 
Amenity Number Nine was the filthiest place in Urinetown. I used a strange mixture of 
color to make the background to appear muddy. I kept the color range in the ambers and 
yellows to keep a putrid feel. Amenity Number Nine was the starting block for the 
following numbers: 
• “Too Much Exposition”   
• “Urinetown”    (see page 40) 
• “It’s a Privilege to Pee”  (see page 40) 
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• “Look at the Sky”   (see page 41) 
The Street is a general location where we meet all social classes,and is the most adaptable 
location of all. It is also influenced by time of day. It isn’t clean, but it is much cleaner 
than the Amenity Number Nine. In order to achieve this, I incorporated pinks and purples 
into the color scheme for when we were in the street as opposed to the Amenity, since 
both locations occupied the same space onstage. The Streets inspired the lighting for the 
following numbers: 
• “Overture”     
• “Cop Song”    (see page 42) 
• “Follow Your Heart”   (see page 42) 
• “Act One Finale”   (see pages 43 & 44) 
• “Why Did I Listen to That Man” (see page 45) 
UGC Headquarters I viewed as a source of power and wealth. I wanted to have a sense of 
cleanliness and sterility. To accomplish this I used mixtures of blue and green sidelights 
and strong bright front light.  UGC inspired the following numbers: 
• “Mr. Cladwell”   (see page 45) 
• “Don’t Be The Bunny”  (see page 46) 
• “We’re Not Sorry Reprise”  (see page 46) 
• “I See a River”   (see page 47) 
The Sewer/Secret Hideout had to be on a similar level of filth as Amenity Number Nine 
but was not influenced by time of day. I wanted it to appear disgusting but not in the 
same way as the Amenity, so I chose a new color combination for my color scheme. I 
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used shades of green and yellow to establish the sewer look. The Sewer/Secret Hideout 
covered the following numbers: 
• “What is Urinetown”   (see page 48) 
• “Snuff That Girl”   (see page 48) 
• “Run, Freedom, Run”   (see page 49) 
• “Tell Her That I Love Her”  (see page 50) 
• “We’re Not Sorry”   (see page 50) 
In conclusion the above information illustrates my effort to use color and color 
combinations along with texture and pattern to further illustrate and highlight the themes 
















Chapter 4: Technical Process 
 While developing the light plot, I have to make decisions concerning what 
instrument types to hang and what colors or textures to put in them. First, I decide on the 
proper instrumentation regarding location. Going back to rudimentary design practices I 
chose to light from the front using ellipsoidal reflector spotlights. Scene Design and Stage 
Lighting by Parker, Wolf and Block states: “Adjustable beam spread and shaping, high 
intensity, and variable quality of light make the ERS the theatrical lighting designer’s 
most valuable tool”. (418) Knowing this, I chose from our inventory Selecon Pacific and 
ETC Source Four instruments. They would give me the punch of light needed to cut 
through the saturated coolers that I wanted to use.  
I then turned my attention to the side lighting. I knew I wanted to have six 
different washes of color. The number of lighting areas and washes dictated that I would 
need a large number of instruments;  I had to consider what I had left in my inventory 
after the placement of front lights. it is important to note that it is typical to use similar 
lighting instruments so you could have a uniform wash. Keeping these things in mind I 
decided to use what was left of my short throw ERS’s. This included our ETC Source 4, 
36-degree units, Kliegl 6x9s and Altman 6x12s.   
Next came the top light. I chose soft beam instruments to achieve an even soft 
wash of light. In reference to Scene Design and Stage Lighting “Fresnels are the 
instruments deliver a soft light whose beams blend very well…”(418) I chose from our 
inventory the Electro-Controls 6 inch Fresnels. I chose to hang two washes to give color 
and blending options for the design.  
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Moving into cyc lights I decided that I would light the painted drop from above 
and below to achieve a controlled wash. Lighting from above would give plenty of light 
for the surface but adding light from below would give a pop of light for the horizon. In 
this case the instruments above were our collection of Sky cyc’s and below I used our 
three-circuit strip lights.  
Finally I added the various specials that were necessary for our production. For 
specials a variety of brands and types will work, depending upon the desired look or 
effect. I wanted to enhance selective focus through white light on the actors. Based on the 
remaining inventory, I kept in mind that I wanted tight lighting pools from these 
instruments so I chose longer throw instruments. 
 With the plot complete, I turned my attention to the colors that would best 
represent the world of Urinetown. I knew that I wanted to pick color that would mix to 
white light, leaning towards pink. The colors needed to subtly shift the other colors in the 
palette and make a statement. I first turned to Rosco’s Roscolux gel swatch book (R). 
After going through the colors I knew I wanted a strong pinkish red and cool green to 
serve as main side light colors. It was from those two choices that I based the rest of my 
color. The problem I faced with the selection of a good green color was finding a proper 
cool green. After turning to alternative sources, I found in Lee Color Filters (L) Medium 
Blue-Green, L116. I knew that it was the proper green because it did not alter some of the 
delicate colors within the costume palette. After several considerations and visits to 
Andrew Gibbs, my mentor, I settled on the following palette: 
• Front light warms- R305 Rose Gold and R337 True Pink 
• Front light cools- R62 Booster Blue and R362 Tipton Blue 
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• Stage right colors- R364 Blue Bell, L116 Medium Blue-Green and R45 Rose 
• Stage left colors- R368 Winkler Blue, R389 Moss Green and R14 Medium Straw 
• Top light colors-R52 Light Lavender and R20 Medium Amber 
Within the artistic process, there are a variety of technical issues I have to address. 
The most notable is when I turned over the paperwork to the master electrician. At this 
point, I have to relinquish some responsibility to another individual. I would throw in 
some advice here and there both as the house master electrician and as the designer.  
One challenge that my team of electricians and I faced during the hang was that 
the massive set needed to be built in place. Thankfully, I had a rough idea of what I 
wanted ahead of time in order to make sure the correct instrumentation was hung before 
the set was in place. This worked out fairly well however, there were lighting 
opportunities that I didn’t forsee early in the process, so I adjustments after the set was in 
place. For the most part there were few problems with placement of lights. I had a 
problem with sidelights that were coming off of the first electric as they were positioned 
too far offstage and were clipping the top of the set walls. On paper this was an easy fix 
by moving the instruments onstage. The reality was the escape stairs made this task 
difficult. Eventually they were moved and refocused. There is a “dead spot” underneath 
the main bridge unit that needed attention. Looking for options to light that space was not 
promising. There was not a single option that could do the job effectively. I found that the 
lighting areas in front of it provided enough front fill.  
So the next task was to add dimensionality to the areas. I decided to place lights 
on the floor, aimed at the shoulders of the actors. I also wanted it to wash the insides of 
the bridge to provide yet again another color option. A happy accident occurred when it 
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work exactly as planned, but it also projected nice elongated shadows that played on the 
adjacent walls. 
There were more technical challenges that I faced during the process of this 
production. They ranged from concerns with color palettes of scenery and costumes to 
the sheer size of the scenery.  
Scenic challenges started with the scale of what was designed. Michael Riha’s 
scenic design was a multilevel structure that would require a complex scheme of basic 
illumination and environmental reinforcement. At first I thought about illuminating the 
set with generic washes but soon discovered that due to the multiple levels, that this 
would not be possible. Then I thought about using area lighting, but after some 
consideration I determined that the space would require far too many areas. Finally I 
came to a compromise and decided to use a combination of the two theories. At the main 
ground level I employed area lighting, and  I moved up to the higher platforms, area 
lighting became less important and general wash points were used. 
A collaboration that Michael and I worked on was the implementation of the 
painted drop behind that main structure of the set. Originally Michael wanted to have a 
cyclorama to offer lighting possibilities and create depth for the set. Until Michael 
presented his color model I believed that this would be a great solution. During the model 
phase, Michel presented an idea for the cyclorama that exposed created a wonderful 
texture I expressed interest in recreating on stage. I could not come up with a suitable 
way to do so using lights so. I asked Michael if there was a way that instead of using a 
traditional cyc, could it be a painted drop and still be able to shift it’s color for specific 
scenes. He agreed, drop with several layers in order to achieve the flexibility I had 
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requested. Then it came down to my part of the bargain. I chose to light the painted drop 
from two positions. I used the fourth electric to hang my top cyc lights containing a color 
palette of red, blue and orange, and in order to give myself even more options and make 
the drop more dynamic, I placed floor mounted strip lights behind a ground row to light 
the lower portion of the drop and provide an energized horizon. It contained a primary 
palette of red, blue and green.  
Another collaboration that came from the scenery department was the use of 
multiple follow spots. Michael thought it would be interesting to have four follow spot 
operators. He eventually designed two follow spot towers into the set. I always perceived 
them as guard towers that would fit in nicely with the design. I agreed that having a total 
of four follow spots would help pick up more people seeing as focus shifted quickly in 
the dialogue. After understanding that I would have four-corner coverage from the follow 
spots I tried to mold them into my design. As I watched rehearsals I took notes that 
outlined the follwspot operators running cue sheets. 
Another challenge we faced was finding a way to create entrances to the sewers. 
Michael had designed a “mouse hole” to come from stage left and a manhole to come 
from downstage left. These needed to be lit appropriately so I found the use of PAR 64’s 
affective in doing so. The manhole was a little tricky due to the structure for the actors to 
ascend. So I decided to light the opening with PAR 64’s on either side of the opening. 
Finally Michael had one more thing on which we needed to collaborate. He 
wanted to incorporate lights into two signs, the UGC Headquarters and the secret hideout 
signs. I saw these as opportunities to utilize source lighting similar to what I found in my 
research. He showed colored renderings of the signs to the team. There were a few 
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factors I had to consider in order to affectively incorporate them into my design. First of 
all when the signs were in for specific scenes they could not block general illumination. I 
referred to my section drawing of the set to ensure that I would not throw massive 
amounts of unnecessary light on them. Secondly, Michael wanted them to light up, so we 
had to figure out how many circuits they would require and if we wanted them to do a 
chase sequence or similar special effects. The finished product made a notable difference 
to the environment. (See Appendix III) 
Latricia Reichman’s costume design offered some potential challenges as it 
developed. As her color palette fleshed itself out I soon realized that there were some 
colors that could be affected by my color choices. Her choice for the Poor was shades of 
brown, orange and yellow. These were typically on the warmer side so I needed to 
consider colors that would keep them from graying out and still leave me options to make 
statements if I so chose. A similar situation was the choice of a green color on the UGC 
employee’s costumes. After talking to Latricia, I found out that it would be close to an 
emerald green and the costume pieces would only be used as an accent piece to the 










Chapter 5: Summation of Accomplishments 
All in all I felt that our production of Urinetown: the musical was a high quality 
product. It was well received amongst the students on campus. The house was full on 
multiple nights. Kate Frank was very pleased with what the company had created.  
I thought that what the rest of the design team and I created made a believable 
environment for the action of the show to happen. Michael Riha’s set was a challenge for 
me to light due to its large size and multiple levels, but I felt I handled the lighting of the 
set quite well. I managed to keep a uniform look for the stage,as well as create small, I 
was able to break it up isolated vignettes.  
I was proud of the visual environment I was able to create. From the dirty streets 
of Urinetown to the semi-sterile offices of the UGC Headquarters I was able to create a 
variety of looks. This production is something that I can proudly display in my portfolio 













Chapter 6: Self Analysis 
As for my personal growth as designer I feel that I have made my strongest 
choices for color to date. Urinetown: the musical’s color palette worked perfectly for the 
scenery and costumes. It gave me a lot of options for creating the multiple locations of 
the musical. Additionally, I was able to blend colors well. Having six options for 
sidelight washes was the most beneficial lighting choice I made. 
I learned more about my personal style as I wrote light cues. In a musical, lighting 
can be used as if it was another instrument in the orchestra. There is a rhythm that I 
follow in an effort to create a dynamic but cohesive work. I have found that the earlier I 
am able to make it to rehearsals the better. Not only do I get ideas for pacing from the 
script but the actors’ personalities and directors’ style can create an entirely differently 
show.  
Keeping with the written tongue and check style of the show, I managed to work 
in some comedic transitions. For example at the end of “Run, Freedom, Run” Bobby has 
built up the troops in the rebel core. Then the next line is Little Sally asking what do we 
do now. Seeing as how Sally often calls out the absurdities of the show I thought it would 
be comical if she were to drain the life out of the moment. During the number I gradually 
built up the light level getting brighter and brighter until Sally asked the question. Then I 
drained all hope and brightness. I just imagined the air escaping a balloon. 
Not only did I achieve a variety of transitions but I also managed to cue distinct 
looks for each location. The UGC Headquarters was the most sterile part of Urinetown to 
help establish the money spent on upkeep. The Streets and Amenity Number Nine were 
dirty and gross. The two had to also have the ability to change time of day. The sewer had 
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to have a dark and dank feel to it. Isolation was another option I had to work with. So the 
top of the center bridge was an isolation focal point. Additionally the highest platform 
had to serve as the top of the UGC Headquarters. 
With the accomplishments that I made during this show, I feel as a growing artist 
I need to reflect and find things I could have done differently. My one wish was that I 
could have added more texture to the design. I feel that with this show I spent more time 
with color and not enough with texture options for the set. I invested more of my 
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Appendix II: Research Analysis 
Urinetown	  Page	  to	  Stage	  Research	  
	  
	  
1. Where	  are	  they	  
a. In	  what	  country,	  city,	  place,	  building,	  room?	  
	  
Any-­‐town.	  Is	  a	  location	  that	  is	  like	  any	  other	  town.	  
Public	  amenity	  number	  9	  
Cladwell	  Office	  (UGC	  headquarters)	  
Sewer	  Hideout	  
Streets	  of	  Anytown	  
Urinetown	  (Really	  just	  the	  top	  of	  the	  UGC	  headquarters)	  
	  






c. Is	  there	  any	  special	  significance	  to	  the	  place	  they	  are	  in?	  
	  
The	  city	  they	  inhabit	  is	  a	  decaying	  wasteland.	  As	  their	  world	  slowly	  
falls	  around	  them	  social	  attitudes	  become	  tribal.	  The	  upper	  class	  has	  
grows	  into	  a	  strong	  monopolizing	  group	  forcing	  the	  poor	  to	  pay	  to	  use	  
bathrooms.	  The	  poor	  feel	  oppressed	  and	  have	  become	  mere	  lambs	  
before	  the	  slaughter.	  Poor	  believe	  in	  a	  place	  called	  Urinetown.	  
Urinetown	  is	  merely	  a	  ploy	  of	  the	  UGC	  executives	  and	  other	  “higher	  
ups”	  to	  get	  the	  poor	  to	  use	  their	  public	  amenities.	  Urinetown	  is	  a	  place	  
were	  you	  go	  when	  you	  break	  the	  law.	  
	  
2. When	  are	  they	  
a. In	  what	  day,	  month,	  year,	  century,	  season,	  time	  of	  day?	  
	  
Time	  seems	  to	  be	  in	  the	  near	  future.	  Time	  of	  day	  is	  motivated	  by	  the	  
narration	  from	  Lockstock.	  Other	  than	  that	  we	  can	  assume	  that	  the	  
exposition	  of	  the	  story	  began	  some	  fifteen	  to	  twenty	  years	  before	  we	  
begin	  to	  look	  in	  on	  the	  world.	  
	  
b. Do	  the	  characters	  have	  anything	  specific	  to	  say	  about	  when	  they	  are?	  
	  
Most	  of	  the	  characters	  have	  come	  to	  terms	  with	  what	  is	  going	  on	  with	  
their	  world.	  The	  younger	  characters	  don’t	  remember	  what	  it	  used	  to	  
be	  like	  before	  collapse	  of	  society.	  The	  older	  characters	  refer	  to	  the	  




c. Is	  there	  any	  special	  significance	  to	  when	  they	  are?	  Is	  it,	  for	  instance,	  a	  
notional	  holiday?	  
	  
They	  are	  well	  into	  a	  water	  shortage.	  So	  we	  see	  how	  the	  people	  deal	  
with	  the	  lack	  of	  being	  able	  to	  pee	  freely.	  Also	  we	  have	  seen	  how	  a	  
corporation	  has	  monopolized	  the	  market	  of	  payable	  toilets.	  
	  











Old	  man	  Strong-­‐	  
Josephine	  Strong-­‐	  
Hot	  Blades	  Harry-­‐	  
Soupy	  Sue-­‐	  
Tiny	  Tom-­‐	  





a. How	  are	  they	  related?	  
	  
Cladwell	  and	  Pennywise	  are	  the	  parents;	  only	  found	  out	  later	  in	  the	  
show,	  of	  Hope	  Cladwell	  
Old	  man	  Strong	  and	  Josephine	  are	  the	  parents	  of	  Bobby	  Strong	  
Pennywise	  was	  once	  the	  lover	  of	  Cladwell	  and	  now	  she	  works	  for	  the	  
UGC	  as	  the	  head	  of	  Amenity	  number	  nine	  
Officer	  Lockstock	  and	  Barrel	  are	  the	  police	  heads	  that	  work	  for	  the	  
UGC	  
Mr.	  McQueen	  and	  Senator	  Fipp	  are	  taking	  pay	  outs	  from	  Cladwell	  
Little	  Sally	  and	  Lockstock	  are	  the	  un-­‐labeled	  narrators	  of	  the	  show;	  
they	  are	  the	  only	  characters	  that	  directly	  address	  the	  audience.	  
Bobby	  Strong	  eventually	  falls	  in	  love	  with	  Hope	  Cladwell.	  Bobby	  does	  
not	  realize	  that	  Hope	  is	  a	  Cladwell	  
	  
b. What	  are	  their	  roles	  in	  life?	  Include	  jobs	  and	  professions	  as	  well	  as	  




The	  UGC	  Executive	  Staff	  consist	  of:	  	  
Cladwell,	  Mr.	  McQueen,	  Senator	  Fipp,	  Lockstock,	  Barrel,	  Pennywise,	  
Hope,	  Mrs.	  Millennium,	  Dr.	  Billeaux	  and	  Cladwell’s	  Secretary	  
The	  Poor	  Consist	  of:	  
Little	  Sally,	  Bobby	  Strong,	  Josephine,	  Hot	  Blades	  Harry,	  Soupy	  Sue,	  
Tiny	  Tom	  and	  Little	  Becky	  Two-­‐shoes	  
Cladwell	  is	  the	  head	  of	  the	  UGC	  
Hope	  is	  starting	  her	  career	  at	  the	  UGC	  as	  a	  secretary	  
Bobby	  Strong	  and	  Pennywise	  work	  for	  the	  UGC	  at	  Amenity	  number	  9	  
Lockstock	  and	  Barrel	  are	  the	  top	  ranks	  of	  the	  police	  force	  	  
	  
c. What	  do	  they	  think	  of	  each	  other?	  
	  
There	  are	  differing	  feelings	  about	  one	  another.	  The	  only	  constant	  is	  
that	  Cladwell	  is	  a	  greedy	  power	  hungry	  tyrant.	  All	  know	  it	  and	  even	  
those	  who	  follow	  him.	  	  
	   Ex.	  Cladwell	  Oh,	  punishment	  is	  all	  you’ll	  ever	  know...once	  you	  
release	  the	  girl!!!	  
	  
Pennywise	  believes	  that	  bobby	  is	  a	  smart	  boy	  but	  is	  too	  much	  of	  a	  
thinker.	  An	  example	  is	  the	  beginning	  of	  Look	  at	  the	  sky.	  
Bobby	  cares	  a	  great	  deal	  for	  his	  parents.	  The	  arrest	  of	  Old	  man	  Strong	  
is	  the	  trigger	  for	  Bobby	  to	  question	  the	  system.	  
Bobby	  blindly	  pushes	  for	  the	  revelation	  thinking	  he	  is	  doing	  good	  for	  
all	  the	  poor.	  Unfortunately	  he	  fills	  them	  with	  false	  hope,	  which	  runs	  
thin	  at	  the	  end	  of	  Act	  1.	  When	  the	  UGC	  staff	  and	  Police	  go	  to	  arrest	  the	  
revolting	  poor	  they	  become	  confused	  with	  Bobby’s	  plan.	  	  
	  
Ex.	  	   Soupy	  Sue-­‐	  Punish	  our	  bodies.	  	  
Little	  Becky	  two-­‐shoes	  I	  never	  agreed	  to	  any	  
punishment	  of	  my	  body!	  
	  
Hope	  is	  the	  interesting	  sign	  of	  purity.	  In	  the	  beginning	  she	  seems	  to	  be	  
the	  only	  innocent	  in	  Urinetown.	  After	  being	  betrayed	  and	  captured	  by	  
Bobby	  she	  becomes	  a	  comical	  use	  the	  idea	  of	  hope.	  Essentially	  Hope	  is	  
a	  tool	  for	  leverage.	  Finally	  when	  bobby	  dies	  and	  she	  become	  the	  new	  
leader	  of	  the	  revolution.	  Hope	  has	  an	  innocent	  view	  of	  the	  world	  she	  
lives	  in.	  Due	  to	  her	  sheltered	  lifestyle	  she	  give	  everyone	  the	  benefit	  of	  
the	  doubt.	  
	  
Pennywise	  is	  seen	  as	  an	  unreasonable	  authority	  figure	  of	  Amenity	  
number	  9.	  She	  comes	  off	  cold	  because	  of	  her	  lack	  of	  sympathy	  for	  the	  
poor.	  She	  also	  has	  a	  strong	  sense	  of	  order	  and	  this	  is	  why	  when	  




Little	  Sally	  is	  seen	  often	  as	  a	  confidant.	  Sally	  is	  often	  given	  information	  
that	  is	  to	  be	  shared;	  through	  her	  narrative	  role,	  with	  the	  audience.	  	  
	  
Officer	  Lockstock	  is	  the	  muscle	  of	  Urinetown.	  A	  corrupt	  officer	  of	  the	  
law,	  Lockstock	  takes	  the	  offenders	  of	  the	  law	  to	  Urinetown.	  Later	  we	  
Bobby	  finds	  out	  that	  Urinetown	  is	  just	  Lockstock	  and	  Barrel	  throwing	  
the	  offenders	  off	  the	  tope	  of	  UGC	  Headquarters.	  Often	  her	  protects	  
Cladwell	  due	  to	  the	  payment	  that	  he	  receives.	  	  	  
	  
d. What	  do	  they	  think	  of	  themselves?	  
	  
The	  poor	  believe	  that	  they	  are	  being	  treated	  unfairly.	  Having	  to	  pay	  so	  
much	  just	  to	  pee.	  Additionally	  there	  is	  a	  feeling	  of	  oppression	  that	  the	  
UGC	  executive	  have	  over	  the	  poor.	  
	  
Bobby	  is	  in	  the	  search	  of	  his	  purpose	  in	  life.	  Eventually	  believes	  that	  
he	  should	  follow	  his	  heart	  and	  lead	  to	  poor	  to	  overthrow	  Cladwell.	  
Cladwell;	  even	  though	  the	  audience	  isn’t	  aware	  until	  the	  end	  of	  the	  
show,	  is	  doing	  what	  is	  the	  best	  for	  the	  water	  consumption.	  Although	  
Cladwell’s	  methods	  seen	  as	  morally	  incorrect.	  
	  
e. Under	  what	  forms	  of	  government	  do	  they	  live?	  What	  are	  their	  
attitudes	  about	  the	  form	  of	  government	  under	  which	  they	  live?	  
	  
Their	  government	  is	  an	  adaptation	  of	  today’s	  government	  in	  the	  
United	  States.	  The	  major	  difference	  is	  that	  because	  of	  natural	  disaster	  
the	  government	  and	  police	  force	  have	  been	  corrupted.	  	  UGC	  has	  
gained	  a	  considerable	  amount	  of	  money,	  from	  their	  public	  pay	  toilets,	  
that	  they	  use	  to	  pay	  off	  the	  right	  people	  to	  get	  legislation	  written	  to	  
benefit	  the	  company.	  Essentially	  there	  is	  an	  iron	  rule	  of	  the	  town.	  	  
	  
f. What	  role	  does	  religion	  play	  in	  their	  lives?	  Which	  religion?	  What	  are	  
their	  attitudes	  about	  their	  religion?	  
	  
Religion	  does	  not	  play	  any	  specific	  purpose	  in	  their	  world	  
	  
g. What	  are	  the	  prevailing	  attitudes	  toward	  sex,	  family,	  marriage,	  and	  
ethical	  conduct?	  Do	  they	  live	  within	  or	  rebel	  against	  these	  attitude?	  
	  
Our	  social	  ethics	  no	  longer	  apply	  to	  the	  world	  of	  Urinetown.	  As	  seen	  in	  
natural	  disasters	  those	  lines	  are	  vanquished	  and	  everyone	  begins	  to	  
work	  as	  a	  unit.	  The	  only	  separation	  is	  social	  class.	  The	  example	  is	  the	  
rich	  and	  the	  poor.	  The	  rich	  vote	  on	  legislation	  to	  up	  prices	  to	  press	  
more	  people	  to	  go	  to	  “Urinetown”	  essentially	  lowering	  the	  people	  
polluting	  water.	  	  It	  doesn’t	  hurt	  them	  that	  the	  UGC	  pays	  them	  money	  




4. What	  happened	  before	  the	  play	  began?	  
	  
At	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  show	  we	  learn	  that	  there	  has	  been	  a	  drought	  
cause	  drastic	  measures	  to	  conserve	  water.	  	  
Old	  Man	  Strong	  and	  Josephine	  Strong	  have	  a	  son	  named	  Bobby	  
The	  stink	  years	  have	  occurred	  
There	  is	  a	  place	  called	  Urinetown	  where	  people	  who	  break	  laws	  are	  
taken.	  Eventually	  we	  find	  out	  that	  it’s	  really	  just	  the	  top	  of	  the	  UGC	  
Headquarters	  and	  that	  is	  where	  the	  lawbreakers	  are	  thrown	  off.	  
Paying	  the	  ultimate	  price	  for	  the	  carelessness.	  
Public	  amenities	  are	  set	  up	  to	  conserve	  water.	  Private	  toilets	  are	  
banned.	  Some	  of	  the	  nice	  amenities	  are	  priced	  very	  high	  so	  there	  are	  
places	  set	  like	  Amenity	  #	  9	  for	  the	  poor	  to	  use.	  	  
Pennywise	  becomes	  the	  head	  of	  Amenity	  #	  9.	  
Bobby	  Strong	  becomes	  the	  Janitor	  for	  Amenity	  #9	  
Cladwell	  has	  a	  daughter	  named	  Hope.	  Later	  we	  find	  out	  that	  
Pennywise	  is	  the	  mother	  of	  Hope.	  It	  was	  a	  forbidden	  love	  that	  
happened	  during	  the	  stink	  years.	  
Hope	  has	  just	  graduated	  from	  school	  and	  is	  beginning	  to	  join	  the	  work	  
force.	  
	  
5. What	  is	  the	  function	  of	  each	  character	  in	  the	  play?	  
	  
a. Principal	  Character?	  
	  




1. Note	  primary	  action	  
	  
Bobby	  is	  the	  driving	  force	  behind	  the	  poor’s	  revolution.	  
He	  thinks	  that	  he	  has	  to	  do	  something	  to	  save	  society	  
from	  the	  oppression	  from	  the	  UGC.	  He	  thinks	  only	  of	  
today.	  
	  
Who	  is	  the	  antagonist?	  
	  
	   Caldwell	  B.	  Cladwell	  
	  
2. Note	  primary	  actions	  
	  
Has	  helped,	  or	  forced,	  the	  set	  up	  of	  laws	  to	  protect	  what	  
water	  is	  left.	  His	  opposition	  to	  the	  uprising	  eventually	  
causes	  him	  to	  betray	  his	  daughter	  to	  teach	  a	  lesson	  to	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the	  poor.	  He	  pays	  off	  legislators	  and	  the	  police	  to	  aid	  in	  
him	  monopolizing	  corporation.	  
	  







i. What	  is	  the	  function	  of	  each	  
	  
Officer	  Lockstock	  and	  Little	  Sally	  serve	  a	  multi	  function	  of	  this	  
world.	  They	  both	  play	  a	  tongue	  and	  cheek	  narrative	  pair	  by	  
directly	  speaking	  to	  the	  audience.	  Giving	  the	  audience	  
information	  that	  we	  really	  shouldn’t	  have.	  In	  addition	  
Lockstock	  is	  the	  head	  of	  the	  police	  force.	  He	  is	  put	  to	  the	  task	  to	  
take	  people	  to	  Urinetown	  and	  protect	  the	  UGC.	  Little	  Sally	  
serves	  several	  functions.	  She	  is	  part	  of	  the	  poor	  giving	  us	  
insight	  into	  their	  struggle.	  Also	  she	  sees	  critical	  events	  like	  
Bobby’s	  murder.	  So	  she	  aids	  in	  passing	  information	  back	  to	  the	  
poor	  helping	  releasing	  Hope	  from	  their	  capture.	  
	  
Penelope	  Pennywise	  is	  the	  head	  of	  Amenity	  #	  9.	  She	  is	  the	  
strong	  willed	  woman	  that	  doesn’t	  let	  anyone,	  especially	  a	  man,	  
take	  advantage	  of	  the	  system.	  Her	  motherly	  instincts	  come	  
flying	  out	  when	  Hope	  becomes	  captured	  by	  the	  poor	  at	  the	  end	  
of	  Act	  1	  then	  in	  Act	  2	  she	  struggles	  to	  right	  her	  wrongs.	  
	  
Hope	  Cladwell	  is	  daughter	  of	  Cladwell.	  At	  first	  she	  helps	  push	  
Bobby	  to	  protect	  the	  poor	  and	  defend	  them	  in	  the	  name	  of	  the	  
sky.	  Although	  Bobby	  has	  no	  idea	  that	  she	  is	  a	  Cladwell.	  
Eventually	  Hope	  becomes	  exactly	  what	  her	  name	  states.	  She	  is	  
the	  innocent	  that	  if	  destroyed	  or	  converted	  could	  be	  
detrimental	  their	  world.	  
	  




Old	  Man	  Strong	  
Josephine	  Strong	  






Little	  Becky	  Two0shoes	  
Mrs.	  Millennium	  
Robby	  the	  Stockfish	  
Officer	  Barrel	  
Billy	  Boy	  Bill	  
	  
i. Note	  functions	  
	  
They	  serve	  a	  variety	  of	  functions	  in	  this	  world.	  The	  poor	  the	  
down	  and	  out	  group	  with	  nothing	  left	  to	  loose	  but	  their	  lives.	  
The	  poor	  also	  are	  the	  warm	  bodies	  in	  the	  revolution.	  	  
Others	  serve	  the	  UGC.	  Those	  are	  the	  ones	  who	  have	  accepted	  
their	  situation	  and	  do	  the	  best	  that	  they	  can	  to	  stay	  in	  line.	  
Some	  are	  instrument	  to	  keep	  the	  poor	  in	  check.	  
	  
6. What	  kinds	  of	  dialogue	  do	  the	  characters	  speak?	  
	  
a. Realistic.	  The	  dialogue	  follows	  the	  modern	  conversation	  patterns	  of	  
today’s	  society.	  So	  the	  audience	  will	  relate.	  	  
	  
7. What	  happens	  in	  the	  play?	  
	  
a. Briefly	  describe	  the	  principal	  event	  in	  the	  play?	  
	  
The	  poor	  decide	  to	  revolt	  with	  the	  leadership	  of	  Bobby	  Strong.	  
Eventually	  leading	  up	  to	  the	  kidnapping	  of	  Hope	  Cladwell.	  Which	  
causes	  the	  poor	  to	  hide	  out	  and	  UGC/police	  to	  put	  out	  a	  manhunt	  for	  
the	  associated	  parties	  to	  the	  revolution.	  
	  






Overture	  has	  no	  notes	  
	  
Too	  Much	  Exposition	  is	  a	  narrative	  using	  Little	  Sally	  and	  Lockstock	  to	  
describe	  the	  world	  of	  Urinetown	  (the	  musical	  that	  is).	  
	  
Urinetown	  is	  a	  full	  company	  piece.	  It	  is	  also	  a	  nonrealistic	  number	  
directed	  toward	  the	  audience.	  
	  
It’s	  a	  Privilege	  to	  Pee	  is	  sung	  by	  Pennywise.	  It	  describes	  the	  abuse	  of	  
people	  not	  having	  enough	  money	  to	  pay	  to	  pee.	  It	  helps	  develop	  the	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personality	  of	  Pennywise.	  	  She	  continues	  to	  describe	  how	  hard	  it	  is	  to	  
live	  in	  their	  world	  but	  how	  she	  makes	  due.	  It’s	  a	  little	  over	  dramatic.	  
	  
Mr.	  Cladwell	  is	  the	  swank	  radio	  hour	  fluff	  tune.	  It	  is	  sung	  by	  Cladwell	  
and	  back	  round	  vocal	  from	  the	  UGC	  Staff.	  They	  sing	  of	  how	  great	  he	  is	  
to	  help	  describe	  the	  UGC	  to	  Hope	  Cladwell	  
	  
Cop	  Song	  is	  high-­‐energy	  song	  sung	  by	  Lockstock	  and	  Barrel	  backed	  up	  
by	  others	  cops.	  It	  tells	  of	  the	  trip	  to	  Urinetown	  and	  those	  who	  failed	  to	  
uphold	  the	  law.	  It’s	  a	  malicious	  number	  finding	  joy	  in	  sending	  these	  
offenders	  to	  legendary	  Urinetown.	  The	  playful	  music	  juxtaposes	  the	  
mean	  spirited	  lyrics.	  The	  music	  seems	  to	  have	  a	  playful	  playground	  
taunt	  to	  it	  as	  if	  the	  cops	  are	  just	  playing	  and	  having	  fun.	  
	  
Follow	  Your	  Heart	  is	  a	  sweet	  duet	  sung	  by	  Bobby	  and	  Hope.	  This	  is	  
where	  Bobby	  and	  Hope	  first	  meet	  it’s	  a	  semi	  love	  ballad	  expressing	  
their	  love.	  Hopes	  intentions	  are	  good	  but	  she	  causes	  Bobby	  to	  
revaluate	  the	  world	  he	  lives	  in.	  Eventually	  causing	  him	  to	  start	  the	  
revolution.	  The	  music	  reflects	  the	  sounds	  of	  their	  hearts	  calling	  out.	  
	  
Look	  at	  the	  Sky	  is	  the	  response	  from	  Bobby	  to	  Pennywise	  saying	  he	  
needs	  to	  get	  his	  head	  out	  of	  the	  clouds.	  This	  is	  the	  start	  of	  his	  
revolution.	  It’s	  an	  inspirational	  tune	  to	  get	  the	  poor	  rallied	  and	  to	  
overthrow	  Pennywise	  at	  Amenity	  #	  9.	  	  It	  is	  broken	  up	  with	  dialogue	  
from	  Pennywise.	  Others	  eventually	  join	  in	  as	  they	  come	  over	  to	  
Bobby’s	  side.	  
	  
Don’t	  be	  the	  Bunny	  is	  sang	  by	  Cladwell	  and	  backed	  up	  by	  UGC	  staff.	  
The	  slightly	  evil	  song	  has	  a	  sweet	  but	  ominous	  to	  it.	  Yet	  again	  this	  is	  
another	  song	  used	  to	  explain	  the	  world	  to	  Hope.	  The	  innocent	  but	  
naive	  bunnies	  directly	  compare	  to	  the	  poor.	  Hope	  interjects	  dialogue	  
within	  the	  song.	  
	  
Act	  One	  Finale	  is	  another	  full	  company	  piece	  broken	  up	  into	  parts.	  
Mainly	  this	  is	  to	  help	  the	  struggle	  between	  the	  rich	  and	  the	  poor.	  In	  
addition	  it	  also	  has	  the	  separation	  of	  Hope	  and	  Bobby.	  It	  seems	  to	  
have	  a	  Les	  Miserables	  feel	  to	  it.	  This	  is	  where	  the	  UGC	  decide	  to	  go	  
after	  the	  poor	  for	  taking	  over	  Amenity	  #	  9.	  This	  is	  also	  where	  Bobby	  
finds	  out	  the	  Hope	  is	  a	  Cladwell.	  	  This	  is	  the	  moment	  where	  Bobby	  
looses	  control	  of	  his	  revolution.	  The	  music	  seems	  to	  swirl	  around	  as	  
the	  groups	  are	  closing	  in	  on	  one	  another.	  Eventually	  Bobby	  kidnaps	  
Hope	  so	  he	  can	  have	  some	  leverage	  against	  Cladwell.	  At	  the	  end	  of	  the	  
song	  the	  poor	  flee	  the	  scene	  and	  we	  are	  left	  with	  Lockstock	  giving	  
narration	  for	  the	  follow	  movement.	  Saying	  how	  the	  will	  not	  catch	  
them	  because	  they	  are	  moving	  so	  slow.	  While	  the	  vocals	  carry	  on	  




What	  is	  Urinetown	  is	  the	  opening	  full	  cast	  number	  of	  Act	  2.	  Lockstock	  
interjects	  narration	  discussing	  the	  description	  of	  Urinetown.	  It	  has	  a	  
Klezmer	  sound	  to	  the	  music.	  It	  is	  a	  fast	  paced	  number	  catching	  to	  
audience	  up	  on	  what	  has	  happened	  since	  they	  last	  left	  them	  before	  
intermission.	  It	  covers	  the	  poor	  running	  off	  to	  the	  sewers	  to	  hide.	  	  
	  
Snuff	  That	  Girl	  is	  a	  underground	  jazz	  number	  sung	  mainly	  by	  Hot	  
Blades	  Harry	  and	  Little	  Becky	  Two-­‐shoes.	  They	  describe	  how	  they	  
want	  to	  kill	  Hope	  to	  help	  their	  cause	  against	  Cladwell.	  During	  the	  song	  
Little	  Sally	  shows	  her	  disapproval	  of	  this	  idea.	  It	  has	  a	  big	  band	  dance	  
break	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  song.	  It	  is	  a	  very	  rhythmic	  song.	  All	  the	  
while	  Hope	  is	  tied	  up	  and	  forced	  to	  watch	  the	  poor	  plan	  her	  demise.	  	  
	  
Run,	  Freedom,	  Run	  is	  a	  powerful	  church	  choral	  number	  lead	  by	  Bobby	  
Strong.	  He	  comes	  back	  in	  as	  the	  poor	  are	  trying	  to	  snuff	  Hope.	  He	  then	  
inspires	  them	  by	  singing	  a	  song	  about	  opposing	  Cladwell.	  Freedom	  is	  
essentially	  just	  fluff.	  Has	  a	  fun	  choral	  a	  cappella	  verse	  in	  it.	  	  
	  
Why	  did	  I	  Listen	  to	  that	  Man	  is	  broken	  into	  several	  parts.	  Pennywise,	  
Fipp,	  and	  Hope	  sing	  the	  main	  parts	  of	  why	  did	  they	  listen	  to	  that	  man	  
referring	  to	  Cladwell	  and/or	  Bobby.	  This	  song	  takes	  place	  after	  Bobby	  
confronts	  Cladwell	  about	  letting	  the	  poor	  pee	  for	  free.	  Pennywise	  
begins	  the	  song	  after	  Cladwell	  decides	  not	  to	  go	  after	  Hope	  and	  sends	  
Bobby	  to	  Urinetown.	  Fipp	  sings	  his	  part	  as	  he	  tries	  to	  flee	  the	  city.	  
Lockstock	  and	  Barrel	  then	  sing	  a	  sort	  of	  reprise	  of	  What	  is	  Urinetown	  
as	  they	  take	  Bobby	  to	  Urinetown.	  	  Then	  UGC	  Executives	  and	  
Pennywise	  interject	  with	  dialogue	  where	  she	  breaks	  free	  to	  go	  find	  
Hope.	  	  Finally	  Hope	  is	  able	  to	  sing	  after	  being	  bound	  and	  tied	  for	  
several	  scenes.	  	  She	  then	  sings	  why	  did	  she	  listen	  to	  bobby.	  Eventually	  
all	  sing	  their	  separate	  parts,	  as	  Bobby	  is	  primed	  to	  be	  thrown	  off	  the	  
top	  of	  UGC	  Headquarters.	  It	  comes	  to	  a	  large	  climax	  where	  Bobby	  is	  
finally	  thrown	  off	  unbeknownst	  to	  everyone	  except	  Little	  Sally.	  
	  
Tell	  her	  I	  love	  Her	  is	  a	  semi	  comical	  duet	  featuring	  Bobby	  and	  Little	  
Sally.	  Sally	  comes	  in	  at	  the	  right	  moment.	  Hot	  Blades	  Harry	  is	  getting	  
ready	  to	  kill	  Hope.	  Sally	  sings	  of	  how	  Bobby	  was	  murdered	  and	  his	  
finals	  words	  to	  his	  masses	  and	  his	  love	  Hope.	  It	  is	  sort	  of	  funny	  cause	  
of	  the	  approach	  to	  this	  number.	  	  Bobby	  in	  ghost	  form	  sings	  along	  with	  
Sally	  to	  pass	  on	  his	  words	  to	  the	  others.	  He	  says	  things	  like	  no	  one	  is	  
innocent.	  It	  is	  very	  tragic	  sounding	  music.	  	  
	  
We’re	  not	  Sorry	  is	  a	  montage	  of	  Hope	  and	  the	  poor	  move	  out	  to	  seize	  
the	  UGC	  headquarters.	  It	  has	  a	  jazz	  sound	  to	  the	  music.	  The	  entire	  cast	  
sings	  this	  number.	  Characters	  are	  capture	  and	  what	  seems	  to	  be	  killed	  
on	  the	  spot.	  A	  dance	  break	  happens	  as	  the	  group	  makes	  their	  way	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through	  the	  street	  toward	  UGC.	  Barrel,	  Mrs.	  Millennium	  and	  Senator	  
Fipp	  are	  killed	  and	  come	  back	  to	  finish	  the	  number	  with	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  
cast.	  Then	  the	  group	  fades	  into	  darkness	  as	  the	  next	  scene	  begins.	  
	  
We’re	  Not	  Sorry	  (Reprise)	  is	  a	  sad	  going	  away	  number	  for	  Cladwell.	  
It’s	  a	  duet	  between	  himself	  and	  Pennywise.	  Very	  short	  number	  before	  
Cladwell	  is	  thrown	  off	  the	  headquarters.	  
	  
I	  see	  a	  River	  is	  the	  big	  finish	  to	  the	  show.	  Hope	  sings	  an	  inspirational	  
song	  the	  starts	  a	  movement	  as	  well	  as	  a	  montage	  to	  finish	  the	  show.	  
Narration	  of	  Lockstock	  explains	  what	  happens	  as	  time	  passes.	  Others	  
join	  in	  singing	  of	  the	  hope	  that	  is	  now	  in	  front	  of	  them.	  A	  Second	  
narration	  from	  Lockstock	  describes	  the	  hazard	  of	  getting	  what	  they	  
wanted	  and	  the	  price	  they	  eventually	  paid.	  Sally	  joins	  and	  shows	  
disgust	  for	  the	  ending	  to	  the	  story.	  The	  next	  verse	  is	  after	  Hope	  has	  
ignored	  the	  warning	  signs	  of	  the	  dwindling	  water	  supply.	  Hope	  and	  
Josephine	  sing	  of	  how	  you	  are	  the	  river	  and	  it	  is	  inside	  use	  all.	  In	  the	  
final	  narrations	  by	  Lockstock	  and	  Sally,	  they	  describe	  the	  price	  we	  pay	  
for	  our	  way	  of	  life.	  Lockstock	  describes	  the	  death	  of	  Hope	  and	  what	  
the	  people	  did	  to	  survive.	  Finishing	  up	  with	  a	  full	  cast	  quasi	  what	  is	  
Urinetown	  finale.	  	  
	  
8. What	  is	  the	  play’s	  theme?	  
	  
There	  are	  several	  themes	  in	  Urinetown	  
	  
	   -­‐Personal	  Freedoms	  
Personal	  freedoms	  have	  been	  taken	  away	  from	  the	  general	  class	  due	  
to	  the	  water	  shortage.	  We	  are	  the	  most	  vulnerable	  in	  our	  private	  
moments	  and	  now	  we	  have	  to	  perform	  our	  most	  in	  a	  public	  setting.	  
	  
	   -­‐Monopolizing	  corporations	  
The	  UGC	  is	  complete	  control	  of	  their	  world.	  Their	  reasons	  are	  just	  but	  
their	  methods	  are	  not	  ethical	  in	  anyway.	  
	  
	   -­‐Class	  wars	  
The	  rich	  versus	  the	  poor.	  The	  rich	  are	  privileged	  with	  the	  money	  to	  
keep	  some	  of	  their	  dignity	  to	  pee	  in	  high	  quality	  places.	  Where	  as	  the	  
poor	  really	  have	  nothing	  left	  but	  their	  lives.	  
	  
	   -­‐Un-­‐sustainability	  
We	  currently	  live	  in	  a	  world	  that	  if	  we	  don’t	  change	  our	  ways	  we	  could	  
easily	  fall	  into	  a	  similar	  situation.	  Urinetown	  has	  very	  little	  water	  that	  
eventually	  runs	  out	  they	  have	  to	  except	  their	  fate.	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“Don’t Be The Bunny” 
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Page 1 of 4
Position Instrument # Inst. Type Circuit Channel Color Focus
Balc Rail 1 S-4 19 23 162 Spot FOLLOW
Balc Rail 2 Selicon 14-35 24 25 R62 E
Balc Rail 3 Selicon 14-35 25 5 R337 E
Balc Rail 4 Selicon 14-35 28 44 R62 CW
Balc Rail 5 Selicon 14-35 29 42 R305 WW
Balc Rail 6 Selicon 14-35 26 24 R62 D
Balc Rail 7 Selicon 14-35 27 4 R337 D
Balc Rail 8 Selicon 14-35 28 44 R62 CW
Balc Rail 9 Selicon 14-35 29 42 R305 WW
Balc Rail 10 Selicon 14-35 302 23 R62 C
Balc Rail 11 Selicon 14-35 300 3 R337 C
Balc Rail 12 Selicon 14-35 32 43 R62 CW
Balc Rail 13 Selicon 14-35 33 41 R305 WW
Balc Rail 14 Selicon 14-35 30 22 R62 B
Balc Rail 15 Selicon 14-35 31 2 R337 B
Balc Rail 16 Selicon 14-35 32 43 R62 CW
Balc Rail 17 Selicon 14-35 33 41 R305 WW
Balc Rail 18 Selicon 14-35 34 21 R62 A
Balc Rail 19 Selicon 25-50 35 1 R337 A
Balc Rail 20 S-4 19 36 161 Spot FOLLOW
Ceiling Slot 1 Selicon 25-50 38 32 R62 M
Ceiling Slot 2 S-4 26 39 12 R337 M
Ceiling Slot 3 S-4 19 40 177 R388 Aminity Sp
Ceiling Slot 4 Selicon 25-50 42 30 R62 K
Ceiling Slot 5 S-4 26 43 10 R337 K
Ceiling Slot 6 S-4 26 44 176 R08 Low Door Sp
Ceiling Slot 7 Selicon 14-35 45 35 R62 Q
Ceiling Slot 8 Selicon 14-35 46 15 R337 Q
Ceiling Slot 9 Selicon 25-50 47 29 R62 J
Ceiling Slot 10 S-4 26 48 9 R337 J
Ceiling Slot 11 S-4 26 49 175 scroller wall
Ceiling Slot 12 S-4 26 50 174 n/c wall texture
Ceiling Slot 13 S-4 26 49 175 scroller wall
Ceiling Slot 14 S-4 26 50 174 n/c wall texture
Ceiling Slot 15 Selicon 14-35 51 34 R62 P
Ceiling Slot 16 Selicon 14-35 52 14 R337 P
Ceiling Slot 17 Selicon 25-50 53 28 R62 H
Ceiling Slot 18 S-4 26 54 8 R337 H
Ceiling Slot 19 S-4 26 55 173 n/c wall texture
Ceiling Slot 20 S-4 26 56 172 scroller wall
Ceiling Slot 21 S-4 26 55 173 n/c wall texture
Ceiling Slot 22 S-4 26 56 172 scroller wall
Ceiling Slot 23 Selicon 14-35 57 33 R62 N
Ceiling Slot 24 Selicon 14-35 59 13 R337 N
Ceiling Slot 25 Selicon 25-50 58 27 R62 G
Ceiling Slot 26 S-4 26 60 7 R337 G
Ceiling Slot 27 S-4 26 61 171 R08 Aminity Sp
Ceiling Slot 28 Selicon 25-50 62 26 R62 F
Ceiling Slot 29 S-4 26 63 6 R337 F
Ceiling Slot 30 Selicon 25-50 64 31 R62 L
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SR Ap 1 6x9 81 71 R364 Side
SR Ap 2 6x9 79 81 L116 Side
SR Ap 3 6x12 81 71 R364 Side
SR Ap 4 6x12 79 81 L116 Side
SR Ap 5 6x9 82 72 R364 Side
SR Ap 6 6x9 80 82 L116 Side
SR Ap 7 6x16 78 62 R45 Side
SR Ap 8 6x12 77 61 R45 Side
SR Ap 9 6x9 77 61 R45 Side
SL-Ap 1 S-4 19 74 39 n/c Special?
SL-Ap 2 6x9 72 91 R14 Side
SL-Ap 3 6x12 72 91 R14 Side
SL-Ap 4 6x16 71 92 R14 Side
SL-Ap 5 6x9 69 101 R368 Side
SL-Ap 6 6x9 75 111 R389 Side
SL-Ap 7 6x12 69 101 R368 Side
SL-Ap 8 6x12 75 111 R389 Side
SL-Ap 9 6x16 70 102 R368 Side
SL-Ap 10 6x16 76 112 R389 Side
1st E 1 S-4 36 93 R14 Side
1st E 2 S-4 36 103 R389 Side
1st E 3 S-4 36 113 R368 Side
1st E 4 Selicon 25-50 179 n/c Stair sp
1st E 5 Fresnel 6'' 134 R20 Top 
1st E 6 Fresnel 6'' 124 R52 Top 
1st E 7 S-4 36 93 R14 Side
1st E 8 S-4 36 103 R389 Side
1st E 9 S-4 36 113 R368 Side
1st E 10 Fresnel 6'' 133 R20 Top 
1st E 11 S-4 50 38 R62 T
1st E 12 Fresnel 6'' 123 R52 Top 
1st E 13 S-4 36 94 R14 Side
1st E 14 S-4 36 104 R389 Side
1st E 15 S-4 36 114 R368 Side
1st E 16 Fresnel 6'' 132 R20 Top 
1st E 17 S-4 50 37 R62 S
1st E 18 Fresnel 6'' 122 R52 Top 
1st E 19 S-4 36 84 R364 Side
1st E 20 S-4 36 74 L116 Side
1st E 21 S-4 36 64 R45 Side
1st E 22 Fresnel 6'' 131 R20 Top 
1st E 23 S-4 50 36 R62 R
1st E 24 Fresnel 6'' 121 R52 Top 
1st E 25 S-4 36 83 R364 Side
1st E 26 S-4 36 73 L116 Side
1st E 27 S-4 36 63 R45 Side
1st E 28 Fresnel 6'' 178 R14 U
1st E 29 S-4 36 83 R364 Side
1st E 30 S-4 36 73 L116 Side
1st E 31 S-4 36 63 R45 Side
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2nd E 2 6x9 118 95 R14 Side
2nd E 3 6x9 119 105 R389 Side
2nd E 4 6x9 120 115 R368 Side
2nd E 5 Fresnel 6'' 121 137 R20 Top 
2nd E 6 Fresnel 6'' 123 127 R52 Top 
2nd E 7 6x9 118 118 R14 Side
2nd E 8 6x9 119 119 R389 Side
2nd E 9 6x9 120 120 R368 Side
2nd E 10 Fresnel 6'' 125 136 R20 Top 
2nd E 11 Fresnel 6'' 126 126 R52 Top 
2nd E 12 6x9 127 85 R364 Side
2nd E 13 6x9 128 75 L116 Side
2nd E 14 6x9 131 66 R45 Side
2nd E 15 Fresnel 6'' 129 135 R20 Top 
2nd E 16 Fresnel 6'' 130 125 R52 Top 
2nd E 17 6x9 127 85 R364 Side
2nd E 18 6x9 128 75 L116 Side
2nd E 19 6x9 131 65 R45 Side
2nd E 20 Selicon 25-50 132 180 R337 Bridge Fill
3rd E 1 6X12 135 154 R78 Bridge
3rd E 2 6X9 136 153 R78 Bridge
3rd E 3 6X12 137 97 R14 Side
3rd E 4 6X12 185 107 R389 Side
3rd E 5 6X12 190 117 R368 Side
3rd E 6 Fresnel 6'' 184 140 R20 Top 
3rd E 7 Fresnel 6'' 183 130 R52 Top 
3rd E 8 6X12 138 98 R14 Side
3rd E 9 6X12 139 108 R389 Side
3rd E 10 6X12 140 118 R368 Side
3rd E 11 Fresnel 6'' 141 139 R20 Top 
3rd E 12 Fresnel 6'' 142 129 R52 Top 
3rd E 13 6X12 143 88 R364 Side
3rd E 14 6X12 144 78 L116 Side
3rd E 15 6X12 145 68 R45 Side
3rd E 16 Fresnel 6'' 146 138 R20 Top 
3rd E 17 Fresnel 6'' 147 128 R52 Top 
3rd E 18 6X12 148 87 R364 Side
3rd E 19 6X12 149 77 L116 Side
3rd E 20 6X12 150 67 R45 Side
3rd E 21 6X9 151 152 R78 Bridge
3rd E 22 6X12 152 151 R78 Bridge
4th E a1 cyc cell 155 143 R19 cyc
4th E a2 cyc cell 156 142 R83 cyc
4th E a3 cyc cell 157 141 R126 cyc
4th E b1 cyc cell 153 143 R19 cyc
4th E b2 cyc cell 154 142 R83 cyc
4th E b3 cyc cell 158 141 R126 cyc
4th E c1 cyc cell 159 143 R19 cyc
4th E c2 cyc cell 160 142 R83 cyc
4th E c3 cyc cell 161 141 R126 cyc
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4th E d2 cyc cell 163 142 R83 cyc
4th E d3 cyc cell 164 141 R126 cyc
4th E e1 cyc cell 165 143 R19 cyc
4th E e2 cyc cell 166 142 R83 cyc
4th E e3 cyc cell 170 141 R126 cyc
4th E f1 cyc cell 167 143 R19 cyc
4th E f2 cyc cell 168 142 R83 cyc
4th E f3 cyc cell 169 141 R126 cyc
Ground Row a1 strip 9 146 R19 cyc
Ground Row a2 strip 7 145 R83 cyc
Ground Row a3 strip 5 144 R126 cyc
Ground Row b1 strip 9 146 R19 cyc
Ground Row b2 strip 7 145 R83 cyc
Ground Row b3 strip 5 144 R126 cyc
Ground Row c1 strip 18 146 R19 cyc
Ground Row c2 strip 16 145 R83 cyc
Ground Row c3 strip 17 144 R126 cyc
Ground Row d1 strip 18 146 R19 cyc
Ground Row d2 strip 16 145 R83 cyc
Ground Row d3 strip 17 144 R126 cyc
Floor/cat 1 Par 64 37 52 R52 Hide out
Floor/cat 2 Par 64 37 52 R13 Hide out
Floor/cat 3 Selicon 25-50 188 184 n/c Aminity Sp
Floor/cat 4 Selicon 25-50 189 184 n/c Aminity Sp
Floor/cat 5 S-4 19 164 spot FOLLOW
Floor/cat 6 Selicon 25-50 4 186 scroller Under Bridge
Floor/cat 7 Fresnel 6'' 182 R13 Manhole
Floor/cat 8 Fresnel 6'' 182 R13 Manhole
Floor/cat 9 Selicon 25-50 15 185 scroller Under Bridge
Floor/cat 10 S-4 19 163 spot FOLLOW
Floor/cat 11 Par 64 13 183 n/c Mouse
Floor/cat 14 ? ? ? 2nd floor door
Floor/cat 15 Par 64 67 51 R52 Hide out
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1 1 19 Selicon 25-50 35 R337 A
2 Balc Rail 15 Selicon 14-35 31 R337 B
3 Balc Rail 11 Selicon 14-35 300 R337 C
4 Balc Rail 7 Selicon 14-35 27 R337 D
5 Balc Rail 3 Selicon 14-35 25 R337 E
6 Ceiling Slot 29 S-4 26 63 R337 F
7 Ceiling Slot 26 S-4 26 60 R337 G
8 Ceiling Slot 18 S-4 26 54 R337 H
9 Ceiling Slot 10 S-4 26 48 R337 J
10 Ceiling Slot 5 S-4 26 43 R337 K
11 Ceiling Slot 31 S-4 26 68 R337 L
12 Ceiling Slot 2 S-4 26 39 R337 M
13 Ceiling Slot 24 Selicon 14-35 59 R337 N
14 Ceiling Slot 16 Selicon 14-35 52 R337 P
15 Ceiling Slot 8 Selicon 14-35 46 R337 Q
21 Balc Rail 18 Selicon 14-35 34 R62 A
22 Balc Rail 14 Selicon 14-35 30 R62 B
23 Balc Rail 10 Selicon 14-35 302 R62 C
24 Balc Rail 6 Selicon 14-35 26 R62 D
25 Balc Rail 2 Selicon 14-35 24 R62 E
26 Ceiling Slot 28 Selicon 25-50 62 R62 F
27 Ceiling Slot 25 Selicon 25-50 58 R62 G
28 Ceiling Slot 17 Selicon 25-50 53 R62 H
29 Ceiling Slot 9 Selicon 25-50 47 R62 J
30 Ceiling Slot 4 Selicon 25-50 42 R62 K
31 Ceiling Slot 30 Selicon 25-50 64 R62 L
32 Ceiling Slot 1 Selicon 25-50 38 R62 M
33 Ceiling Slot 23 Selicon 14-35 57 R62 N
34 Ceiling Slot 15 Selicon 14-35 51 R62 P
35 Ceiling Slot 7 Selicon 14-35 45 R62 Q
36 1st E 23 S-4 50 R62 R
37 1st E 17 S-4 50 R62 S
38 1st E 11 S-4 50 R62 T
39 SL-Ap 1 S-4 19 74 n/c Special?
41 Balc Rail 13 Selicon 14-35 33 R305 WW
41 Balc Rail 17 Selicon 14-35 33 R305 WW
42 Balc Rail 5 Selicon 14-35 29 R305 WW
42 Balc Rail 9 Selicon 14-35 29 R305 WW
43 Balc Rail 12 Selicon 14-35 32 R62 CW
43 Balc Rail 16 Selicon 14-35 32 R62 CW
44 Balc Rail 4 Selicon 14-35 28 R62 CW
44 Balc Rail 8 Selicon 14-35 28 R62 CW
51 Floor/cat 15 Par 64 67 R52 Hide out
51 Floor/cat 16 Par 64 67 R13 Hide out
52 Floor/cat 1 Par 64 37 R52 Hide out
52 Floor/cat 2 Par 64 37 R13 Hide out
61 SR Ap 8 6x12 77 R45 Side
61 SR Ap 9 6x9 77 R45 Side
62 SR Ap 7 6x16 78 R45 Side
63 1st E 27 S-4 36 R45 Side
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64 1st E 21 S-4 36 R45 Side
65 2nd E 19 6x9 131 R45 Side
66 2nd E 14 6x9 131 R45 Side
67 3rd E 20 6X12 150 R45 Side
68 3rd E 15 6X12 145 R45 Side
71 SR Ap 1 6x9 81 R364 Side
71 SR Ap 3 6x12 81 R364 Side
72 SR Ap 5 6x9 82 R364 Side
73 1st E 26 S-4 36 L116 Side
73 1st E 30 S-4 36 L116 Side
74 1st E 20 S-4 36 L116 Side
75 2nd E 13 6x9 128 L116 Side
75 2nd E 18 6x9 128 L116 Side
77 3rd E 19 6X12 149 L116 Side
78 3rd E 14 6X12 144 L116 Side
81 SR Ap 2 6x9 79 L116 Side
81 SR Ap 4 6x12 79 L116 Side
82 SR Ap 6 6x9 80 L116 Side
83 1st E 25 S-4 36 R364 Side
83 1st E 29 S-4 36 R364 Side
84 1st E 19 S-4 36 R364 Side
85 2nd E 12 6x9 127 R364 Side
85 2nd E 17 6x9 127 R364 Side
87 3rd E 18 6X12 148 R364 Side
88 3rd E 13 6X12 143 R364 Side
91 SL-Ap 2 6x9 72 R14 Side
91 SL-Ap 3 6x12 72 R14 Side
92 SL-Ap 4 6x16 71 R14 Side
93 1st E 1 S-4 36 R14 Side
93 1st E 7 S-4 36 R14 Side
94 1st E 13 S-4 36 R14 Side
95 2nd E 2 6x9 118 R14 Side
97 3rd E 3 6X12 137 R14 Side
98 3rd E 8 6X12 138 R14 Side
101 SL-Ap 5 6x9 69 R368 Side
101 SL-Ap 7 6x12 69 R368 Side
102 SL-Ap 9 6x16 70 R368 Side
103 1st E 2 S-4 36 R389 Side
103 1st E 8 S-4 36 R389 Side
104 1st E 14 S-4 36 R389 Side
105 2nd E 3 6x9 119 R389 Side
107 3rd E 4 6X12 185 R389 Side
108 3rd E 9 6X12 139 R389 Side
111 SL-Ap 6 6x9 75 R389 Side
111 SL-Ap 8 6x12 75 R389 Side
112 SL-Ap 10 6x16 76 R389 Side
113 1st E 3 S-4 36 R368 Side
113 1st E 9 S-4 36 R368 Side
114 1st E 15 S-4 36 R368 Side
115 2nd E 4 6x9 120 R368 Side
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118 2nd E 7 6x9 118 R14 Side
118 3rd E 10 6X12 140 R368 Side
119 2nd E 8 6x9 119 R389 Side
120 2nd E 9 6x9 120 R368 Side
121 1st E 24 Fresnel 6'' R52 Top 
122 1st E 18 Fresnel 6'' R52 Top 
123 1st E 12 Fresnel 6'' R52 Top 
124 1st E 6 Fresnel 6'' R52 Top 
125 2nd E 16 Fresnel 6'' 130 R52 Top 
126 2nd E 11 Fresnel 6'' 126 R52 Top 
127 2nd E 6 Fresnel 6'' 123 R52 Top 
128 3rd E 17 Fresnel 6'' 147 R52 Top 
129 3rd E 12 Fresnel 6'' 142 R52 Top 
130 3rd E 7 Fresnel 6'' 183 R52 Top 
131 1st E 22 Fresnel 6'' R20 Top 
132 1st E 16 Fresnel 6'' R20 Top 
133 1st E 10 Fresnel 6'' R20 Top 
134 1st E 5 Fresnel 6'' R20 Top 
135 2nd E 15 Fresnel 6'' 129 R20 Top 
136 2nd E 10 Fresnel 6'' 125 R20 Top 
137 2nd E 5 Fresnel 6'' 121 R20 Top 
138 3rd E 16 Fresnel 6'' 146 R20 Top 
139 3rd E 11 Fresnel 6'' 141 R20 Top 
140 3rd E 6 Fresnel 6'' 184 R20 Top 
141 4th E a3 cyc cell 157 R126 cyc
141 4th E b3 cyc cell 158 R126 cyc
141 4th E c3 cyc cell 161 R126 cyc
141 4th E d3 cyc cell 164 R126 cyc
141 4th E e3 cyc cell 170 R126 cyc
141 4th E f3 cyc cell 169 R126 cyc
142 4th E a2 cyc cell 156 R83 cyc
142 4th E b2 cyc cell 154 R83 cyc
142 4th E c2 cyc cell 160 R83 cyc
142 4th E d2 cyc cell 163 R83 cyc
142 4th E e2 cyc cell 166 R83 cyc
142 4th E f2 cyc cell 168 R83 cyc
143 4th E a1 cyc cell 155 R19 cyc
143 4th E b1 cyc cell 153 R19 cyc
143 4th E c1 cyc cell 159 R19 cyc
143 4th E d1 cyc cell 162 R19 cyc
143 4th E e1 cyc cell 165 R19 cyc
143 4th E f1 cyc cell 167 R19 cyc
144 Ground Row a3 strip 5 R126 cyc
144 Ground Row b3 strip 5 R126 cyc
144 Ground Row c3 strip 17 R126 cyc
144 Ground Row d3 strip 17 R126 cyc
145 Ground Row a2 strip 7 R83 cyc
145 Ground Row b2 strip 7 R83 cyc
145 Ground Row c2 strip 16 R83 cyc
145 Ground Row d2 strip 16 R83 cyc
146 Ground Row a1 strip 9 R19 cyc
146 Ground Row b1 strip 9 R19 cyc
146 Ground Row c1 strip 18 R19 cyc
146 Ground Row d1 strip 18 R19 cyc
151 3rd E 22 6X12 152 R78 Bridge
152 3rd E 21 6X9 151 R78 Bridge
153 3rd E 2 6X9 136 R78 Bridge
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161 Balc Rail 20 S-4 19 36 Spot FOLLOW
162 Balc Rail 1 S-4 19 23 Spot FOLLOW
163 Floor/cat 10 S-4 19 spot FOLLOW
164 Floor/cat 5 S-4 19 spot FOLLOW
171 Ceiling Slot 27 S-4 26 61 R08 Aminity Sp
172 Ceiling Slot 20 S-4 26 56 scroller wall
172 Ceiling Slot 22 S-4 26 56 scroller wall
173 Ceiling Slot 19 S-4 26 55 n/c wall texture
173 Ceiling Slot 21 S-4 26 55 n/c wall texture
174 Ceiling Slot 12 S-4 26 50 n/c wall texture
174 Ceiling Slot 14 S-4 26 50 n/c wall texture
175 Ceiling Slot 11 S-4 26 49 scroller wall
175 Ceiling Slot 13 S-4 26 49 scroller wall
176 Ceiling Slot 6 S-4 26 44 R08 Low Door Sp
177 Ceiling Slot 3 S-4 19 40 R388 Aminity Sp
178 1st E 28 Fresnel 6'' R14 U
179 1st E 4 Selicon 25-50 n/c Stair sp
180 2nd E 20 Selicon 25-50 132 R337 Bridge Fill
181 2nd E 1 Selicon 25-50 117 R337 Bridge Fill
182 Floor/cat 14 par 64 21 n/c 2nd floor door
183 Floor/cat 13 par 64 13 n/c 3rd floor door
184 Floor/cat 3 Par 64 6 R389 inside am
185 Floor/cat 9 Selicon 25-50 15 scroller Under Bridge
186 Floor/cat 6 Selicon 25-50 4 scroller Under Bridge
189 SL Cove s-4 19 73 R305
190 Balc Rail Selicon 25-50 303 R62 SR fill
191 Balc Rail Selicon 25-50 22 R62 SL fill
192
221 Arrow Sign sec hid lgt 188 sec hid lgt
222 Arrow Sign sec hid lgt 186 sec hid lgt
223 Arrow Sign sec hid lgt 192 sec hid lgt
224 Ugc Sign Ugc sign light 189 Ugc sign light
226 Floor/cat par 64 R13 Manhole
228 1st E Source 4 26 180 ugc front
	  
60	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1 House lights up Set Warmer
2 B a few rules House 1/2
3 B Play the music! House out Shift in lights
4 9 L Entrance Spot 1 up
5 9 P You hear the news Face lights up
6 10 As LS approaches L Add Spot 2
7 11 All You'll get Urinetown Mood Shift
8 11 All You won't need bail Amenity # 9 look
9 11 H Excuse me sir Spots out
10 12 B Anytime Spot 1 and 2 up
11 12 Women you, our humble Mood Shift
12 13 L M F B It's the oldest story Focus on men
13 13 All You're at Urinetown Open back up
14 14 Music ends Urinetown Light shift
15 14 Scene is set Face lights up
16 15 P What difference Spot 1 and 2 up
17 16 All Ha ha ha's Back to amenity w/ spots
18 16 B but miss pennywise Spots out
19 17 OMS I might do Spot 1 and 2 up
20 17 The Poor Me Mood Shift
21 18 P and Poor Wah Spots out
22 20 L Remember, Bobby Spot 1 and 2 up
23 20 L Don't be like him Spots out
24 20 P the morning rush is out Face out/ Light shift
25 21 F were is my dough Face up for Cladwell
26 22 C Staff! Fill lights up
27 22 Staff is done entering Back to LQ25
28 23 Vamp for Mister Cladwel Mood Shift
27 23 C I saw gray skies Spot 1 and 2 up
28 24 Chorus Mister Cladwell Mood Shift
29 25 H Da da da da Add spots 3 and 4
30 25 C You're making me kill spot 3 and 4
31 26 C Cladwell Raise intensity
32 27 with music Kill spots return to office
33 27 C welcome home Face out/ Light shift
34 27 L Enters Spot 1 and 2 up
35 28 L run along little sally Kill spots and open up streets
36 29 Vamp for Cop Songe Mood Shift
37 29 L it's a hard Spot 1 and 2 up
38 30 All with hot nail boots Mood Shift
39 30 L years past Back to standard cop song look
40 31 Music shift after hang it on draw in close
41 31 Julie Cassidy Spot up
42 31 Roger Roosevelt Spot up
43 31 Jacob Rosenbloom Spot up
44 31 Joseph Old man Strong Spot up
45 32 All to Urinetown Spots out
46 34 BR Good night Bobby Mood Shift
47 34 B Something I did OMS Sp
48 35 TT Unless I've grown OMS Sp out
49 35 Vampe for Follow your Heart Mood Shift
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51 36 H we all want Mood Shift
52 37 B Someday I'll meet Mood Shift
53 37 B H we all want a world Add spots 3 and 4
54 38 B H Follow your heart Slow fade follow spots
55 38 L LS enter Light L LS
56 39 L keep your head down Face out/ Light shift
57 39 MQ And so with this Face lights up
58 40 Vamp for Look at the sky Mood Shift
59 40 B Off in the disstance Spot 1 and 2 up
60 41 P Now who's first Spot out change
61 41 B Daily we make Spot 1 and 2 up
62 41 B Of the sky Spots out
63 42 B on for size Spot 1 and 2 and front wash
64 43 The Poor Look at the sky Mood Shift
65 43 The Poor in the sky Spots out
66 44 C you'll be off Face up
67 45 P Cladwell Funky shift
68 45 MQ Anyway Back to Office
69 46 Vamp for Don't be the bunny Mood Shift
70 46 C A little bunny Spot 1 and 2 up
71 47 C A little bunny in a shoe box Special for bunny box
72 48 C Grasp the message staff Kill bunny box
73 48 All Wah wah wah Kill spots
74 48 C Lets go Face out/ Light shift
75 48 B One at a time Face lights up
76 49 LS Officer Lockstock Spot up
77 49 LS still hope for dreams Spots out
78 50 Vamp for Act 1 finale Mood Shift
79 50 B Free Spot up
80 51 B Poor Sing of today Mood Shift
81 51 P Uh perhaps best Change to street spots out 
82 52 C So you want happy Spot 2 and 3 up
83 52 C You are wrong mister Shift between spots
84 53 C Officer Lockstock Kill spots
85 53 H Bobby think H 1 and 3 B 2 and 4
86 54 H You'll get urinetown Mood Shift
87 55 C You've picked a fight Spots out
88 55 OMS Bobby Bobby OMS Sp
89 55 TT Unless I've grown OMS Sp out
90 55 C Release the girl Spots up
91 57 C So what'll be Bobby Spots out
92 57 OMS Remember me boy OMS Sp
93 57 OMS Remember me OMS Sp out
94 58 B Poor From ev'ry B 2 C 1 Spots
95 59 B Keep your men Spots out
96 59 L well thas it for act Light shift spots on L
96 60 L See you shortly Spots out
97 80 Music ends Black Out
98 60 After Actors clear House/Set warmer up
99 61 When Ready House 1/2
100 61 a beat later House Out
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102 61 When Ready Lights up
